Abstract. The stability of a finite difference scheme is related explicitly to the stability of the continuous problem being solved. At times, this gives materially better estimates for the stability constant than those obtained by the standard process of appealing to the stability of the numerical scheme for the associated initial value problem.
1. Introduction. To paraphrase the first sentence in the preface to Raudkivi [1980] , the stability of finite difference schemes for two-point boundary value problems "is well understood, but far from explained." A popular explanation (see, e.g., Keller [1976] , Keller and White [1975] , and a typical use in Esser and Niederdrenk [1980] or Lynch and Rice [1980] ) relates it to the stability of the associated initial value problem. In effect, use is made of the simple fact that, on a finite dimensional linear space (viz. the nullspace of the differential operator) and in any norm, any linear map is bounded. Numerically, the argument is equivalent to solving the problem by shooting. But, much as multiple shooting often is necessary to overcome the large stability constant of the initial value problem, so other means should or must be employed if one is actually after the precise stability constant of the differences scheme employed. Knowledge of this constant is important for judging the condition of the numerical scheme. Also, when solving a problem on an infinite interval by truncation, it is important to know just how the stability constant depends on the interval on which the problem is being solved.
The obvious source for this information is the stability constant of the continuous problem. Usually, the stability constant of the numerical scheme approaches that of the continuous problem as the meshsize goes to zero and hence can be inferred from the latter. This idea is implicit in Kreiss' [1972] treatment of finite difference schemes. The Soviet literature, as exemplified by Kantorovich and Akilov [1964] , uses this idea explicitly in the abstract treatment of projection methods for the solution of second kind equations. It can also be found in the literature which follows Stummel (e.g., Grigorieff [1970] It is well known (see, e.g., Keller [1976, p. 
